Digital Customer Engagement for
greater experience & loyalty

Digitalize your customer
centric processes
In this global digital world, telecom service providers should transform their
customer centric processes to remain competitive. Highly interactive,
personalized and consistent communication across multiple channels is the
key for enhanced customer experience.
UniServe™ 360 is a comprehensive customer engagement and information
management solution that enables digitalization of Omni-channel customer
experience. The solution empowers you to send interactive Omni-channel
communications delivering the benefits of enhanced brand image and
reduced customer support costs.
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Unified Platform
Single relationship across lines of business
Personalized & interactive engagement with payment capability

Omni-channel engagement for greater experience

UniServe™ 360
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Customer-centric approach
for greater loyalty
New digital services increase the complexity of end-to-end customer
experience. Customer centric service providers have to simplify their
existing process to make them agile by reducing the number of systems for
customer communications.

Unified, consistent Omni-channel experience ->
customer retention
Unified platform that connects to multiple core
systems -> 360 degree view across all lines of
businesses

Customer

Interactive e-bill with payment capabilities ->
enhanced e-mail penetration and reduced
customer communication and support costs
GUI driven designer -> rich layouts of
customer communications
Graphical representation of telecom spent in
interactive e-bill -> enhanced comprehension of
transaction information by the customer
Integrates with CRM and applications – >
Faster customer response
Insert personalized advertisements (including
video) -> Improve revenues though up-sell
and cross-sell
Communication tracking mechanism ->
operational efficiency

Telecom

Reports & Analytics on telecom spent-> for
greater control over expenses

Easy change management -> Faster time to
market

UniServe™ 360
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For more details

Intense Technologies Limited

www.in10stech.com
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